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1 Introduction  
 
1.1 Background  
In February 2011, uprisings were taking place in Libya as part of the wider movement of 

popular uprisings known as the Arab Spring.1 The demonstrations were reported to take on a 

largely peaceful character, although with violent clashes in some parts of the country.2 It was 

furthermore claimed that the Libyan authorities resorted to the use of force against their own 

population to put an end to the unrest.3 In fact, by mid-March allegations were made of a 

potential genocide at the hands of the country’s ruler Gaddafi.4 

 
As a response to the developments in Libya, the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) 

adopted resolution 1973, which authorised, inter alia, Member States “to take all necessary 

measures (…) to protect civilians and civilian populated areas under threat of attack in the 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, including Benghazi”.5 This decision built on the doctrine of the 

responsibility to protect, developed in the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document which 

established the responsibility to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic 

cleansing and crimes against humanity.6  

 

On 19 March 2011, the Norwegian government decided to contribute to the international 

military operation in Libya. A few days later, Norwegian military aircrafts engaged in their 

first bombing mission in the country. The Norwegian military effort lasted until August 

2011.7 During the months of the Norwegian contribution, Norway alone had dropped a total 

of 588 bombs.  

 

The intervention in Libya should arguably be considered as part of a broader policy of 

military engagement. At the time of writing the Norwegian government is in the process of 
 

1 For a timeline of events with a focus on the Norwegian context, see Heier, Ottosen, Tvedt (eds.), Libya, 253-
263. 

2 See Ibid., 253. 
3 See Ibid., 253-256. See also Tunander, “Den “Humanitære Krigen””, 172. 
4 Tunander, “Den “Humanitære Krigen””, 172. These claims have however been subject to much criticism. 

Tunander, for instance, claims that “Today we know that all of this was a lie”, Ibid.  My translation. 
5 UNSC, Resolution 1973, para 4. 
6 United Nations General Assembly, 2005 World Summit Outcome resolution, para 138 and 139. See also 

UNSC, Resolution 1973, preamble.  
7 This timeline is based on Heier, Ottosen, Tvedt (eds.), Libya, 253-263. 
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introducing several new military aircrafts.8 At the same time, Norwegian military presence 

continues in several international operations.9 Yet, Norway has a self-image as a peace nation. 

Indeed, Norway has played a central role in peace negotiations and peace processes and 

enjoys a favourable reputation in this field on the international level.10 This is a position that 

hardly can be reconciled with the participation in international military operations.11  

 

In this light, the thesis seeks to critically engage with how Norway can best contribute to 

securing a peaceful and stable world. The overall objective is to examine the logics that 

underpinned the Norwegian intervention in Libya and the meanings that were created, and 

excluded, as a result. This is based on a desire to challenge the way in which the use of force 

is conceptualised, and to develop alternatives in its place.  

 
1.2 Scope  
The intervention in Libya has largely been discussed in relation to the legality of the 

operation. A central argument has been that the intervention was conducted contrary to 

international law by going beyond the United Nations (UN) mandate of protecting civilians, 

aiming instead at regime change.12 The issue of compliance with international law will, 

however, not be the topic of analysis in this thesis. The role played by various motives or 

interests in explaining why the intervention took place will also not be discussed.13 

 

Instead, the focus is on the way in which the intervention was conceptualised in the discourse, 

and the consequences this had for alternative ways of thinking about peace and security. It is, 

at the same time, important to emphasise that this is by no means a full examination of the 

discourse surrounding Norwegian foreign policy debate or the intervention in Libya. That 

would have required a scope far beyond what is possible for a thesis of this length. The aim is 

 
8 See for instance Henriksen, “Suksess uten Innflytelse?”, 30, arguing that these will likely be “sought after in 

future conflicts”. My translation. 
9 See an overview at Regjeringen, “Militære Bidrag”. 
10 See for instance Harpviken and Skjelsbæk, “Tilslørt Fredspolitikk”, 381. 
11 See Lippe and Stuvøy, “Kvinnefrigjøring”, 47. 
12 See for instance Ulfstein, “Norge Brøt Folkeretten”, 91. 
13 Dyvik, for instance, refers to Norway’s relationship to the US and NATO in the context of the war in 

Afghanistan, which could have been explored in the context of Libya as well. See Dyvik, “Performing 
Gender”, 87-89. This is also a point made by Matlary, see Matlary, “Fornektelse og Forpliktelse”, 195. 
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rather to examine general trends and whether it is possible to trace gendered and racialised 

logics within the discourse, and consider the potential consequences this has had.   

 

1.3 Contents  
The thesis will examine the ways in which humanitarian intervention was made possible 

through a reliance on particular understandings of masculinity and femininity. The aim is to 

understand the role played by gendered and racialised logics in enabling the intervention in 

Libya to be seen as a legitimate foreign policy tool.14 This also entails discussing the 

alternatives that have been excluded as a result. The thesis therefore asks the questions: 

How was the Norwegian intervention in Libya made possible? And how did this 

impact on other ways of thinking about the issues of security and peace? 

These questions build on the idea that gender is central to the way in which we make sense of 

the world. Meaning, it is claimed, is in dominant discourses created through binary logics 

based on hierarchies of gender and race. This will also have an impact on how we understand 

social reality. In fact, gender is seen as central for how we understand and conduct ourselves 

in international politics. 

 

In order to answer these questions, the analysis will engage with the wider discourse on 

Norwegian foreign policy. In particular, it will consider whether the intervention can be 

understood in light of the understanding of Norway as a peace nation. More specifically, it 

will analyse how humanitarian intervention in Libya came to be seen as a means for the 

pursuit of security and the protection of individuals, and as way of acting that is in keeping 

with the Norwegian peace tradition.  

 

Next, it will consider the immediate discourse surrounding the intervention. Here it is argued 

that the actions taken by Norway are portrayed in a way that implicitly resonates with certain 

ideas of masculinity. The identities and actions attributed to the Libyan people and authorities 

are also argued to take on a gendered character, creating the image of a civilian population at 

risk of violence by its authorities. In this way, it is claimed, gendered and racialised logics 

assigned meaning to the actions and actors involved. This, in turn, served to make 

intervention possible. More exactly, the claim is that this enabled the understanding that 

 
14 The Norwegian scholar Iver Neumann argued in 2004 that war was seemingly becoming a “normal foreign 
policy tool”. My translation. Neumann, “Det er Typisk Norsk å Krige”. 
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intervention was needed for the protection of civilians and for the sake of ensuring human 

rights and democracy. 

 

The argument is moreover that through interrogating the role of these kinds of logics in 

enabling the intervention, alternative ways of understanding security and peace may open up. 

This is because it reveals how the gendered and racialised logics underlying the discourse 

may be claimed to naturalise the use of force. These logics are argued to privilege certain 

forms of masculinity at the expense of those actions, values and characteristics associated 

with femininity. By privileging forms of acting seen as masculine, alternatives linked to 

femininity are excluded. This also means that that outside these logics, other ways of thinking 

about how to ensure security and peace may be possible. In other words, it allows for 

exploring how the situation in Libya may have been responded to outside of these logics. 

Here, the thesis will also engage with a discussion on the Norwegian evaluation of the 

intervention in Libya, showing the continued belief in military power. 

 

The way in which this has impacted on other ways of thinking about the issues of security and 

peace is furthermore illustrated by a discussion of the alternative realities that could have been 

possible had we dismantled these logics. The aim is explicitly to develop alternatives to the 

use of force. The thesis will in this regard consider the idea of a feminist peace, based on the 

notions of emancipation, social justice, human rights and inclusion. Here, the thesis also 

discusses whether it is possible to pursue these alternatives within existing mechanisms of 

international law, including the doctrine of responsibility to protect and the UN Charter. 

 
Finally, the conclusion of the thesis is that the intervention in Libya was seemingly made 

possible through the operations of gendered and racialised logics. These logics may moreover 

be argued to have excluded other ways of thinking about the issues of security and peace. This 

is because they privilege masculine characteristics, actions and values over those associated 

with femininity. Changing the way in which we understand gender, then, may change the way 

in which we think about these issues. This means that alternative realities may open up where 

the use of force is not employed for the sake of protecting or promoting human rights and 

democracy. Here, security and peace will be understood as being incompatible with the use of 

force, and as requiring non-violent measures to address conflict and crises based on the 

participation of the people affected by such measures. Only then, it is argued, will security 
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and peace truly encompass the protection of civilians and respect for human rights and 

democracy. 

 

1.4 Conceptual clarifications  
Before proceeding it may be useful to clarify some of the key concepts employed in this 

thesis. 

 

The analysis engages with the dominant narrative of the intervention in Libya. This thesis 

takes the concept of narrative to mean stories that construct a specific version of the world, 

the actors that inhabit it, and the actions that take place.15 In other words, a narrative 

constitutes a particular version of reality. Narratives are thus subsumed within a larger 

discursive context, and, when dominant, may give support to an overall discourse.  

 

Here, it is also necessary to explain what is meant by the term discourse in the context of this 

thesis. Hollway, for instance, has described discourse as a “system of statements which cohere 

around common meanings and values”.16 Accordingly, a discourse may be said to establish 

meaning within the specific context in which it operates.17 The knowledge produced within 

the discourse thus comes to be viewed as “objective reality”.18 

 

The concept of gendered and racialised logics also deserves some clarification.19 These kinds 

of logics may be explained as ways of framing and understanding the world in which 

particular 

“gendered [and racialised] meanings and images [help] organize the way people 

interpret events and circumstances, along with the positions and possibilities for action 

within them, and sometimes [provide] some rationale for action”.20 

Gendered and racialised logics may accordingly be explained as a way of making sense of the 

world through ideas of gender and race.21 In other words, it is a matter of constructing an 
 

15 See Threadgold, “Introduction”, 3. 
16 Hollway, “Heterosexual Sex: Power and Desire for the Other”, in Cartledge and Ryan (eds.), Sex and Love: 

New Thoughts on Old Contradictions, 124-140 (London: Women’s Press, 1983), 231 [sic] in Gavey, 
“Feminist Poststructuralism”, 463-464. 

17 Jørgensen and Phillips, “Laclau and Mouffe”, 3. See also Gavey, “Feminist Poststructuralism”, 464. 
18 Jørgensen and Phillips, “Laclau and Mouffe”, 9. 
19 This term is also used by Dyvik, “Performing Gender”, 90 and Khalid, “Gender, Race, and the Insecurity”, 37. 
20 Young, “The Logic of Masculinist Protection”, 2. My edit.  
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image of the world in which various actors and the actions they conduct are given meaning 

through their perceived resemblance with gendered and racialised identities, qualities and 

practices.  

 

What is more, the thesis refers principally to the concept of humanitarian interventions. 

Humanitarian interventions are seen as constituting a part of the third pillar of the 

responsibility to protect doctrine.22 These interventions are commonly understood as 

“humanitarian military interventions”, which entails “the use of force by external actors 

without host state consent aimed at preventing or ending genocide or mass atrocities”.23 They 

may, as such, also be described as a form of war. On this basis, the thesis will use the terms 

humanitarian intervention, military intervention and war more broadly. 

 

1.5 Structure  
The thesis will firstly set out a literature review, with the aim of establishing the broader fields 

of debate in which the thesis can be situated. In chapter 3, it will present the methodological 

approach, the methods and some relevant ethical reflections. Also the reasoning behind the 

research questions will be elaborated upon in this section. The methodology will establish 

why feminism is an important approach for studying the issue of military intervention. In 

chapter 4, the thesis will outline the theoretical framework. Here, the concept of gender will 

be addressed, providing the framework from which to analyse how meaning is constructed 

within dominant discourses and consequently for understanding the practice of humanitarian 

intervention. Chapter 5 will analyse the discourse surrounding the intervention. It will 

examine the question of how the Norwegian intervention in Libya was made possible. This 

entails analysing the gendered and racialised logics that operated within the discourse. 

Chapter 6 will analyse the consequences of these logics, addressing how they have impacted 

on other ways of thinking about the issues of security and peace. This will also entail 

considering whether any alternatives may be found in existing legal mechanisms at the 

international level. Finally, the thesis will provide a concluding chapter, giving an overview 

of the findings and the arguments that have been made throughout the thesis.  

 
21 See also Orford, “Muscular Humanitarianism”, 701 on “gendered and racialized metaphors”. 
22 See United Nations General Assembly, 2005 World Summit Outcome resolution, para 139. 
23 Williams and Bellamy, “Principles, Politics, and Prudence”, 294. A similar definition is adopted by Heathcote, 

although emphasising human rights more broadly. Heathcote, “Justifying Force”, 168-169. 
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2 Literature Review 
 

The topic of this thesis relates to several academic fields and existing scholarly debates. First 

and foremost, the thesis engages with feminist discussions on war and peace. The literature 

review will therefore seek to give an account of some of the most relevant literature on this 

issue. In addition, the thesis should be seen in relation to a broader debate on the role of 

Norway as a peace nation. For this reason, the literature review will also consider literature in 

the Norwegian context which provides the basis for an interrogation into the Norwegian peace 

identity. All in all, this section will contribute to situate the topic of analysis within a wider 

field of scholarly debates. 

 
2.1 Theoretical underpinnings 
The thesis draws attention to gender and its impact on ways of thinking about the world. In 

this regard, the thesis will largely engage with feminist research on the role of gender within 

the field of international relations. The thesis has particularly been inspired by feminist 

scholars like J. Ann Tickner, Laura Sjoberg, Laura Shepherd, Jill Steans and Cynthia Enloe.24 

In this way, the thesis joins Enloe and other feminist scholars in an attempt to make feminist 

sense of international politics.25 This should be understood as asking questions about “how we 

organize life, how we accord it value, how we compel the world”.26 Increasingly, for example, 

the role of masculinities has been recognised and studied, giving important insight into how 

gender works to structure our understanding of different phenomena.27 In particular, much 

focus has been on the impact of gender dynamics on practices of war and conflict.28 

Especially relevant is the work done by feminist scholars who have analysed the idea of 

 
24 This includes Shepherd (ed.), Gender Matters; Steans, Gender and International Relations; Tickner, Gender in 

International Relations; Tickner and Sjoberg (eds.), Feminism and International Relations; Sjoberg (ed.), 
Gender and International Security. 

25 Enloe, Bananas, Beaches and Bases. See also Zalewski, “Feminist International Relations”, 29.  
26 Butler, Undoing Gender (London and New York, NY: Routledge, 2004), 205 in Zalewski, “Feminist 

International Relations”, 29. 
27 See Zalewski and Parpart (eds.), The ‘Man’ Question; Connell, Masculinities; Connell and Messerschmidt, 

“Hegemonic Masculinity”; Hooper, Manly States. 
28 Sjoberg, “Seeing Sex, Gender, and Sexuality”, 434; Heathcote, “Humanitarian Intervention”; Zalewski, “Well, 

What is the Feminist Perspective on Bosnia?”; Sjoberg, Gender, Justice, and the Wars; Gentry, Shepherd 
and Sjoberg (eds.), The Routledge Handbook; Sjoberg and Via (eds.), Gender, War, and Militarism; Cohn 
(ed.), Women and Wars; Cohn, “Wars, Wimps, and Women”, see also the overall volume. 
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protection in the context of military practices.29 This should more broadly be understood in 

the context of feminist analyses of political identities and representation.30  

 

It is within this scholarly setting that the thesis will engage with understandings of 

humanitarian intervention in particular. More specifically, this thesis seeks to interrogate the 

ways in which gender is at work in the discourses surrounding such interventions.31 Here, the 

work of Anne Orford is especially notable. She interrogates how legal texts on humanitarian 

intervention and the representations they rely on make use of gendered and racialised ideas of 

violence.32 The thesis will also draw on the work Gina Heathcote who has conducted a 

feminist analysis of humanitarian intervention, the doctrine of the responsibility to protect and 

the law on the use of force more widely.33 These works provide an interesting starting point 

for analysing humanitarian intervention from a feminist perspective, recognising the gendered 

and racialised logics that make intervention appear intelligible. The thesis will seek to expand 

on these ideas and see them in light of the Norwegian intervention in Libya. Here, feminist 

ideas of peace and its requirements will also be important for the analysis, providing a 

framework for alternative understandings.34  

 

In this context it might be useful to include a mention of the work done within this field in 

Norway. Two Norwegian feminist scholars have been of particular importance for the 

development of the topic of this thesis, namely Synne Dyvik and Berit von der Lippe. Dyvik’s 

doctoral thesis, for example, dealt with the role of gender in the invasion of Afghanistan.35 

 
29 See notably Young, “The Logic of Masculinist Protection”; Wilcox, “Gendering the Cult of the Offensive”; 

Elshtain, Women and War; Peterson, “Security and Sovereign States”, 50. 
30 See for instance Whitworth, Men, Militarism and UN Peacekeeping”, 14. See also Mohanty, “Introduction”, 

16; Shepherd, Gender, Violence and Security. See also Doty, Imperial Encounters. 
31 Three authors have been highlighted in the literature as especially prominent on this topic, namely Anne 

Orford (see below), Sherene Razack and Sandra Whitworth. Although Razack and Whitworth write in the 
context of peacekeeping missions, these missions arguably share many similarities with humanitarian 
intervention with regards to the underlying logic and narratives surrounding the operations. See Razack, 
Dark Threats; Whitworth, Men, Militarism and UN Peacekeeping. 

32 Orford, Reading Humanitarian Intervention, 11; Orford, “Muscular Humanitarianism”. 
33 Heathcote, “Justifying Force”, especially chapter 5 and 6.3; Heathcote, The Law on the Use of Force, see in 

particular chapter 5; Heathcote, “Humanitarian Intervention”. On these issues, see also Charlesworth, 
“Feminist Reflections”, Engle, ““Calling in the Troops””. 

34 Heathcote, “Humanitarian Intervention”; Heathcote, “Justifying Force”; Confortini, “Galtung, Violence, and 
Gender”; Hudson, “Inhabitants of Interstices?”; Wibben et al., “Collective Discussion”; Charlesworth, 
“International Law”. 

35 Focusing on Norway and the US.  
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Here she directly addresses the gendered and racialised logics at play in legitimising the 

invasion and how they operated in the war that followed, with a particular focus on gendered 

bodies and performances.36 Writing on the issue of political rhetoric, Lippe has also taken a 

critical perspective on the use of force for allegedly protective purposes, analysing in 

particular the co-optation of feminist ideas in the legitimisation of war.37 The insights 

provided by these scholars have been important sources of reflection on the meaning that can 

be made of the use of force and humanitarian intervention.  

 

2.2 The Norwegian context  
In the field of Norwegian peace research, the work done by the Peace Research Institute Oslo 

(PRIO) enjoys a prominent position. PRIO has implemented gender as a key research focus 

through its Centre on Gender, Peace and Security. Turning more specifically to the 

Norwegian context, PRIO researchers Inger Skjelsbæk and Torunn Tryggestad have noted a 

seeming unwillingness by Norwegian governments to describe Norwegian foreign policies as 

feminist.38 Such an unwillingness may be, it is argued, the result of feminism being 

considered “as too provocative and undermining rather than advancing peacemaking”.39 This 

thesis will, on the contrary, attempt to show how the pursuit of a feminist peace is crucial for 

establishing conditions in which peace and security can be enjoyed by all, and thus not 

something that should be rejected. Rather it should be embraced as integral for a lasting 

peace. In this way, the thesis is seeking to contribute to this debate and offer a new 

perspective on how Norway can pursue a feminist peace. 

 
What is more, the thesis will draw on debates surrounding Norway’s peace identity, as well as 

the country’s contribution to the intervention in Libya. The book Libya: The Unbearable Ease 

of the War,40 for example, offers a collection of analyses of the war in Libya and Norway’s 

role in it. Beyond a general interest in the study of gender, it was particularly this book that 

inspired the topic of this thesis. Lippe’s analysis of the concept of responsibility to protect, for 

instance, has been especially informative. For Lippe, political rhetoric has made explicit use 
 

36 Dyvik, “Performing Gender”, 32.  
37 Lippe and Stuvøy, “Kvinnefrigjøring”; Lippe, “The White Woman”; Lippe, “Rhetoric of War”; Lippe, 

“Kjønnete Ikoner”; Lippe and Väyrynen, “Co-opting Feminist Voices”. 
38 Skjelsbæk and Tryggestad, “Pro-gender Norms”, 181-182. Yet, Norway has a strong commitment to gender 

equality, see Ibid., 184. This is explained by the strong emphasis on consensus and neutrality, see Ibid., 196. 
39 Aggestam and True, “Gendering Foreign Policy”, 156.  
40 Heier, Ottosen, Tvedt (eds.), Libya: Krigens Uutholdelige Letthet. My translation. 
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of the doctrine of the responsibility to protect and implicit use of a rhetoric of protection 

underlying this doctrine to legitimise humanitarian interventions.41 Moreover, in the study of 

Norwegian state identity and practices more generally, the work of Terje Tvedt has been 

especially influential. He has pointed to the idea of the Norwegian Samaritan through a focus 

on Norwegian foreign policy, with a particular emphasis on aid and peace policies.42 Other 

authors have also analysed Norwegian self-images and foreign policy.43 Kristian Harpviken 

and Inger Skjelsbæk, for example, have analysed the increasing blend of discourses of 

security and peace within Norwegian political debate, which they see as having potentially 

detrimental effects for the potential for Norwegian peace efforts.44 These perspectives serve as 

an interesting background for situating the thesis in a larger debate on the use of military 

measures in the name of pursuing peace. These insights are moreover important for furthering 

our understanding of the wider representational practices that form the backdrop for the 

intervention in Libya.  

 

Yet, what is lacking is a gender perspective on humanitarian intervention and the Norwegian 

effort in Libya. The goal is, as such, to understand how the intervention in Libya was made 

possible in the Norwegian context on the basis of feminist insights on the operations of 

gender. 

 

 
41 Lippe, “Beskyttelse”, 195.  
42 Tvedt, Utviklingshjelp, Utenrikspolitikk og Makt, 19 and 22.  
43 Skånland, “Norsk Utenrikspolitikk”; Østerud, “Lite Land”; Leira (ed.), Norsk Selvbilder; Leira, “‘Our Entire 

People”; Dobinson and Dale, “Den Norske Ryggsekk”; Matlary, “Kriger i Kamuflasje?”. On Libya in 
particular see Tvedt, “Tausheten om Libya”; Holm, “Liberale Verdifelleskap”. On the topic of Norwegian 
security policies see especially the work of Matlary. Explaining for instance Norwegian military operations 
in relation to Norway’s dependence on NATO, see Matlary, “Fornektelse og Forpliktelse”, 195. 

44 Harpviken and Skjelsbæk, “Tilslørt Fredspolitikk”, 383. See however the criticism offered by Lippe and 
Stuvøy on co-optation, gender perspectives and “the problematic – impossible? – balancing act between 
Norway’s NATO membership and the preservation of the peace engagement”. Lippe and Stuvøy, 
“Kvinnefrigjøring”, 47. My translation.  
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3 Methodology 
 
3.1 Research question 
The research question of this thesis is: 

How was the Norwegian intervention in Libya made possible? 

 

What is more, the thesis also asks: 

How did this impact on other ways of thinking about the issues of security and peace? 
 

The way in which the first research question is framed is done deliberately. It is inspired by 

the work of Doty, who analyses “how the U.S. invasion of Panama was made possible”.45 In 

essence, this type of question allows for an examination of how meaning may be said to be 

created through discourse, and the implications this has for the conduct of actors both at an 

individual and an international level. In asking how the intervention was made possible, the 

thesis is seeking to explore how certain realities are created through the use of language, 

which in turn is argued to enable particular actions to be taken.46 More specifically, it will 

analyse the role played by gendered and racialised logics in making the intervention in Libya 

possible. This will also entail assessing the implications of this particular framing of reality 

and the potential for arriving at alternative possibilities, which is addressed by the second 

research question. In view of this, the aim is to explore the conditions that enable certain 

actions to take place but not others.47 Crucially, this way of framing the analysis is motivated 

by a belief that the intervention “cannot be fully understood without taking seriously the 

gendered and racial discourse it relied on”.48 Indeed, the claim is that “gendered and 

racialized identities constructed in foreign policy discourse” create certain possibilities for 

action.49 The aim of asking these questions is furthermore to consider what can be learnt 

about the various possibilities for action if security and peace are conceptualised in a different 

way. The methodology and theoretical framework will provide further guidance on how some 

possibilities are socially constructed, while others are excluded. 

 
45 Doty, “Foreign Policy”, 299. Although this thesis takes a slightly different theoretical approach to this 

question than Doty. See also Skånland, “Norsk Utenrikspolitikk”, 322 for this question in the context of the 
Norwegian peace engagement. 

46 Doty, “Foreign Policy”, 298. 
47 Ibid. 
48 See Dyvik, “Performing Gender”, 66. 
49 Ibid. Dyvik also uses the notion of “gendered and racialized logics” to describe this, see Ibid., 90. 
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3.2 Methodological approach 
This thesis will base itself on a feminist methodology. Central to this methodological 

approach is that it considers gender as an analytical category.50 Gender, it is argued, is 

currently structuring the ways in which people understand the world around them.51 This is 

related to the claim that all knowledge is socially constructed.52 Employing a feminist 

perspective thus entails that one asks questions about the ways in which we make sense of the 

world. 53 In particular, the claim is that “we know more about global politics when we ask 

questions about women and gender”.54 In the context of the use of military force, which is the 

central concern of the thesis, feminist approaches have sought to “identify where and how 

gender matters in wars”.55 This entails, for instance, studying how understandings of 

masculinities and femininities impact on how war is portrayed, on the choices made in the 

conduct of war, and on how war and conflict are generally understood.56 Underlying this is 

the belief that gender may be understood as “a linchpin (…) of the very existence of the war 

system”.57 Feminism may thus advance our understanding of the use of military force and 

military intervention.  

 

Far from only seeking to understand the world in new ways, however, feminist analyses are 

conducted with the purpose of exploring “the potential for change” and improving the lives of 

individuals.58 This relates specifically to the goal of emancipation which underlies most, if not 

all, of feminist research. The point of the analysis is not merely to engage in a critique of the 

existing order, but to develop alternatives.59 The claim is that, through critique, one is able to 

destabilise what is perceived as natural, and open up opportunities for the transformation of 

 
50 Steans, Gender and International Relations, 27; Harding, The Science Question in Feminism, (Ithaca, NY: 

Cornell University Press, 1986), 17 in Peterson, “Introduction”, 8; Peterson and True, ““New Times””, 22; 
Wilcox, “Gendering the Cult of the Offensive”, 218. 

51 Peterson, “Introduction”, 8-9. 
52 For more on this point in a feminist context, see for example Peterson, “Security and Sovereign States”, 57. 
53 Zalewski, “Feminist International Relations”, 29.  
54 Sjoberg and Via, “Introduction”, 9. 
55 Sjoberg, “Gender, Feminism, and War Theorizing”, 64. 
56 Ibid., 65. 
57 Sjoberg and Via, “Introduction”, 10-11. 
58 Ibid., 10. 
59 Peterson and True, ““New Times””, 22. 
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social relations.60 Theorising is for this reason considered a crucial tool for change and for 

establishing alternative realities.61  

 

Yet, it should be emphasised that the point is not to develop one coherent account of what 

reality really is, or to develop a fixed account of what feminist emancipation entails. On the 

contrary, the argument is that research premised on the search for definite conclusions will be 

unable to attend to the diverse experiences women are facing and the diverse ways in which 

oppression operates.62 In this regard, feminist approaches also emphasise listening to and 

understanding the perspectives of those whose voices have all too often been excluded.63 

Conversations and dialogue are prioritised over the search for “a single triumphant truth”.64 

 

3.3 Methods  
The thesis will primarily engage in a feminist discourse analysis. In this way, I see myself as 

being in “conversation” with the texts I am analysing.65 The main objective is to “take 

meaning from a given text and write a convincing story about that meaning”.66 Employing 

discourse analysis thus allows for a rather open engagement with the discourse and 

interpretations of it.67 As such, the analysis entails a careful examination of texts, focusing on 

exposing how meaning is created.68 More specifically, the focus is on particular expressions 

and how they function as articulations of a particular version of reality.69 This has been 

explained by Doty as “examin[ing] how meanings are produced and attached to various social 

subjects/objects, thus constituting particular interpretive dispositions which create certain 

possibilities and preclude others”.70 Accordingly, the analysis functions by way of 

interrogating the meanings established within the discourse, seeking to explore how these 

impact on the possibilities for action.  

 
60 Peterson, “Introduction”, 15. 
61 See Ackerly and True, “Studying the Struggles”, 243. 
62 Charlesworth, Chinkin and Wright, “Feminist Approaches”, 613. 
63 Tickner, “You Just Don’t Understand”, 629.  
64 Charlesworth, “Feminist Methods”, 379.  
65 Reinharz, with Davidman, Feminist Methods in Social Research (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 

230 in Tickner, “Feminism Meets International Relations”, 21. 
66 Shepherd, Gender, Violence and Security, 32. 
67 Tilley, “Feminist Discourse Analysis”, 1.  
68 Gavey, “Feminist Poststructuralism”, 467. 
69 Jørgensen and Phillips, “Laclau and Mouffe”, 6. 
70 Doty, “Foreign Policy”, 298. 
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This will, moreover, be combined with the use of secondary sources and scholarly literature. 

The analysis will, for example, be supplemented by an engagement with the work of various 

scholars to assist the interpretation of the discourse and discuss the topics at hand. 

 
3.4 Data 
The first section of the analysis will predominantly be based on the analysis of secondary 

material. This is because the idea of Norway as a peace nation is already a quite heavily 

researched area.71 The thesis will therefore be able to draw on the insights provided by 

Norwegian scholars. This issue will, however, be analysed through the application of a 

feminist perspective.72 These materials will be analysed with a view to examining the general 

discourse and the way in which Norwegian foreign policy is presented. This will serve as an 

essential backdrop to making sense of the intervention in Libya. 

 

Next, the thesis will engage more directly with the intervention, through Norwegian 

Parliamentary debates, as well as speeches and statements made before and during the 

intervention. These materials will allow the thesis to get a grasp of how the intervention was 

understood, presented and justified. For this purpose, the section will largely refer to the texts 

through quotations in order to best recount the essence of the meanings created therein.73 This 

will include the statements of people representing the main political parties in Norway, 

members of parliament and government officials. In totality, this will give an indication of the 

arguments that constituted the very core of Norwegian political debate, as these people will be 

“presumed (…) to be authorised speakers/writers of a dominant discourse”.74 The thesis will 

furthermore engage with relevant scholarly literature, both feminist and non-feminist, in this 

analysis. 

 

 
71 See the sources listed in the literature review. 
72 See also Dyvik, “Performing Gender”, especially pages 72 and 74; Lippe, “The White Woman”, 25-27; Lippe, 

“Rhetoric of War”, 159-162. 
73 All translations are my own.  
74 Milliken, “The Study of Discourse”, 233. 
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Finally, the evaluation of the Norwegian military efforts in Libya will also be of relevance. 

Here, the work of the Petersen committee,75 who wrote the Libya report, will be particularly 

important, as it is the official evaluation made at the request of the Norwegian government. 

As a result, it will enable insight into the dominant understanding of the intervention. This 

will likely be relevant for future responses to similar situations, and the way in which Norway 

intends to approach the concepts of humanitarian intervention and the responsibility to protect 

in the future.  

 

The remaining sections will predominantly be based on an engagement with secondary 

material, in combination with a reflection on the findings in the initial part of the analysis. 

Here the thesis will largely refer to the work of feminist scholars on the issues of war and 

peace.  

 
3.5 Some ethical reflections 
Although, I am not seeking to impose definite conclusions of what peace entails or what the 

future direction for Norwegian foreign policy should be, I will nonetheless offer a critique and 

some recommendations on what the world should look like. As an implication of this, “there 

are implicit or explicit judgements also about what kind of changes constitute a better or 

worse situation for women”.76 For these reasons, it is particularly important to be attentive to 

the differences in people’s lives, and accordingly in their priorities. As a consequence, the 

alternatives presented should take into consideration these differences.77 What is more, the 

fact that I am theorising about others entails that I am exercising power over them and their 

realities. Here, it should be noted that my theorising about humanitarian intervention is made 

possible “precisely because I am not a daily risk” of the harms caused by humanitarian 

intervention.78 As a matter of fact, my academic practice has been made possible by certain 

socio-economic and political relations which benefit some at the expense of others.79 Against 

this background, it has been suggested that in exercise of this power, there is a responsibility 

to “use such advantage to provide space and time for other women to speak”.80 As a 

 
75 In Norwegian: Petersen-utvalget. 
76 Lugones and Spelman, “Have We Got a Theory for You!”, 578-579. 
77 Ibid., 579. 
78 Charlesworth, “Feminist Methods”, 380-381. 
79 Ibid., 380.  
80 Lugones and Spelman, “Have We Got a Theory for You”, 580. 
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consequence, I am not seeking to impose a particular solution as such, but rather broadening 

the perspective of what peace may entail, and facilitating the inclusion of new voices.  
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4 Theoretical framework  
 
4.1 Hierarchies of gender and race 
As has been made clear from the above, the thesis takes as its starting point the concept of 

gender. The notion of gender entails socially constructed ideas of masculinity and femininity. 

These may be explained as “stereotypes, behaviour norms, and rules assigned to men and 

women”,81 or “a set of socially constructed characteristics describing what men and women 

ought to be”.82 Masculinity and femininity tend currently to be defined in oppositional terms, 

through a dichotomous pairing.83 What is more, in their present understanding, they may be 

argued to exist in a hierarchical structure in which one takes precedence over the other. From 

this perspective, this binary pair is structured in a way that not only makes them appear 

oppositional, but in which one is privileged over the other with the result of “displacing the 

subordinate term beyond the boundary of what is significant and desirable”.84 The crucial 

point is how this dualistic framework ensures a hierarchy of gender, in which the masculine 

character takes up the position of authority.85 In fact, his authority is secured through his 

difference to and perceived superiority over the feminine.86  

 

What is more, this dichotomy is connected to other binary pairings, and gender may in this 

way be seen as playing a central role in the process of generating meaning. The dichotomy of 

gender is, in this view, argued to inform the way in which other dichotomies are perceived 

and understood.87 Indeed, the argument is that the entire structure of generating meaning is 

currently dependent on gender.88 In this view, certain practices will come to resonate with 

particular gendered identities.89 The way in which gender accords meaning becomes clearer 

when considering binaries such as powerful/weak, autonomous/dependent, active/passive, and 
 

81 Sjoberg, Gender, Justice, and the Wars, 33. 
82 Tickner and Sjoberg, “Feminism”, in Dunne, Kukri and Smith (eds.), International Relations Theories: 

Discipline and Diversity, 195-212 (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2013), 206 in Khalid, “Gender, Race, 
and the Insecurity”, 39. 

83 Hooper, “Masculinist Practices”, 31. 
84 Gregory, “Foreword”, in International/Intertextual Relations, ed. Der Derian and Shapiro (Lexington: 

Lexington Books, 1989), xvi in Peterson and True, ““New Times””, 19. These binaries and their hierarchical 
ordering have been subjected to a great amount of feminist criticism, see discussions below. 

85 Otto, “Disconcerting ‘Masculinities’”, 106. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Peterson and True, ““New Times””, 19. 
88 Ibid. 
89 Connell and Messerschmidt, “Hegemonic Masculinity”, 843. 
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rational/emotional.90 Here the first comes to be associated with masculinity, while the second 

is associated with the feminine.91 More importantly, the first will likely be given a higher 

value than the second.92 Referring to the point made earlier, the claim is that “these 

dichotomies are not only hierarchical (privileging the first term over the second) but also 

androcentric”.93 The privileged term, then, is “associated with masculinity or assumes a male-

as-norm point of view”.94 These hierarchies thus sustain female subordination,95 and the 

subordination of those traits, qualities and behaviours associated with femininity. As a 

consequence, this means that those traits, qualities and behaviours associated with masculinity 

is accentuated, privileged and considered desirable.  

 
Against this background, the analysis of masculinity becomes particularly pertinent. Here the 

work of R.W. Connell has been especially authoritative.96 In her analysis, Connell uses the 

concept of hegemonic masculinities to “conceptualize how patriarchal relations are 

legitimated throughout society”97 both with regards to femininities and subordinate 

masculinities.98 Hegemonic masculinities may, in this view, be considered particular 

arrangements or patterns of practice, constituting a particular idea or version of masculinity 

that is dominant within a society at a given time and context and which serves to uphold 

certain gender relations.99 In other words, it constitutes “the currently most honored way of 

being a man”.100 From this perspective, there exist multiple versions of masculinity, where 

some have more authority than others depending on context.101 The dominance of hegemonic 

masculinities is dependent on the feminisation of both femininities and subordinate 
 

90 See Tickner, “Feminist Perspectives”, 336 and Hooper, “Masculinist Practices”, 31.  
91 Hooper, “Masculinist Practices”, 31. 
92 Ibid.; Peterson and True, ““New Times””, 20. 
93 Peterson and True, ““New Times””, 20. 
94 Ibid. 
95 Tickner, “Feminist Perspectives”, 336. 
96 Connell’s work is however not without criticism, see especially the comments on the hierarchy of gender in 

Connell and Messerschmidt, “Hegemonic Masculinity”. 
97 Messerschmidt, “Engendering Gendered Knowledge: Assessing Academic Appropriation of Hegemonic 

Masculinity, Men and Masculinities, 15 (2012), 56–76, 63 in Christensen and Jensen, “Combining 
Hegemonic Masculinity and Intersectionality”, 63. 

98 Christensen and Jensen, “Combining Hegemonic Masculinity and Intersectionality”, 63. 
99 See Connell and Messerschmidt, “Hegemonic Masculinity”, 853; Connell, Masculinities, 77. The hegemonic 

version is not constant, but changes according to context, see Connell and Messerschmidt, “Hegemonic 
Masculinity”, 847. 

100 Connell and Messerschmidt, “Hegemonic Masculinity”, 832. 
101 Ibid., 846. 
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masculinities. This entails “a demeaning, or devalorization, on the basis of sex and gender 

association”.102 Consequently, gender becomes “a way of structuring social practice”103 

through the privileging of certain behaviours and actions. 

 

This should also be considered in relation to how a “global gender order”, and the dominant 

position of hegemonic masculinities, has been established through colonial and imperialist 

practices.104 Connell, for instance, argues that gender is only one aspect of the structuring of 

social practice, and that “it is unavoidably involved with other social structures”, pointing to 

for example race.105 Gender and race, it is argued, operate both independently and 

concurrently in structuring the way the world is understood.106 In fact, this intersectionality is 

considered as crucial to understand how power operates in social relations.107 Crucially, this 

gender order has been preserved by “[a] global, racialized (and racist) hierarchy of 

masculinities” established through “the institutionalization of a complex set of race and 

gender identities”.108 This hierarchy was consequently made possible by the feminisation of 

‘other’ masculinities.109 Gender thus operates alongside other hierarchies, which establish the 

dominance of some men over “feminized and ‘barbarian’ others”.110 These groups will often 

be considered to lack the qualities and values associated with hegemonic masculinities.111 In 

other words, they fail to live up to the “idealized notions of “real manhood””.112 In this 

process, there is a creation of an ‘other’, in terms of both gender and race, which enable the 

identity of the masculine white man through his difference and superiority to those cast as 

other.113   

 

The thesis thus takes gender as its primary point of reference, while also including some 

reflections on racialised logics. In taking this approach, it follows Petersen’s reasoning in that 
 

102 Sjoberg, “Seeing Sex, Gender, and Sexuality”, 441. 
103 Connell, Masculinities, 75. 
104 Hooper, “Masculinist Practices”, 36. 
105 Connell, Masculinities, 75. See also Hooper, “Masculinist Practices”, 34. 
106 Khalid, “Gender, Race, and the Insecurity”, 45. 
107 Blanchard, “Rethinking International Security”, 64. 
108 Hooper, “Masculinist Practices”, 36. 
109 Ibid. 
110 Alexander, “Gender, Structural Violence, and Peace”, 32. 
111 Tickner, “Feminist Perspectives”, 336. 
112 Blanchard, “Rethinking International Security”, 63. 
113 See Doty, Imperial Encounters, 36-37. 
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it is “not arguing that gender hierarchy is the “primary” oppression overshadowing race or 

class or sexuality”.114 Instead, the belief is that “the dichotomy of gender underpins – as the 

denigration of the feminine naturalizes – hierarchies of gender, class, race, sexualities, and 

geopolitical “difference.””115 Feminisation, it is argued, occurs not only in the context of 

gender oppression, but functions to “normalize and depoliticize subjection” in the context of 

other hierarchies as well.116 On this basis, gender oppression is not taken as the main form of 

oppression, rather the process of feminisation is seen as a way in which oppressions come to 

be naturalised.117 In this way, the thesis seeks to explore the work gender is doing,118 while 

also paying attention to its intersection with race. 

 

With this in mind, the thesis will examine how the hierarchy outlined above may contribute to 

shaping meaning in the context of political relations, and as a consequence create certain 

possibilities at the expense of others. 

 

4.2 The construction of social reality 
The central argument of the thesis is that political relations also take on a gendered character. 

The thesis will on this basis engage with how different constructions of masculinity and 

femininity are engineered to give meaning to international politics.119 More concretely, the 

argument is that many of the actions of states are implicitly understood and legitimised 

through their resonance with values and behaviours associated with masculinity.120 The claim 

is in this regard that “[g]endered language shapes our view of the world in such a way that 

only certain worlds are made imaginable, where other visions are erased from the realm of 

possibilities”.121 The realities that are seen as possible, it is argued, are secured through 

hegemonic discourses which present them as mere reflections of social reality.122 The 

knowledge produced in this hegemony thereby become a matter of common sense.123 

 
114 Peterson, “Gendered Identities”, 20. 
115 Ibid. 
116 Ibid. 
117 Ibid., 20-21. 
118 Ibid., 20; see this wording in Zalewski, “Well, What is the Feminist Perspective on Bosnia?”, 341. 
119 Enloe, Bananas, Beaches and Bases, 197. 
120 Ibid., 200. 
121 Confortini, “Galtung, Violence, and Gender”, 357. 
122 Lippe, “Images of Victory”, 64. 
123 Blanchard, “Rethinking International Security”, 64. 
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Hegemonic masculinity plays a central role in these discourses. This is because it will be 

embedded within the discourse so as to privilege the values, actions and actors associated with 

it, which in turn will come to be considered as universal.124 Linking back to the research 

questions, gendered logics may thus be seen as essential in creating certain possibilities, while 

excluding others.  

 

The thesis will on this basis seek to explore the ways in which humanitarian intervention is 

made possible through a reliance on particular understandings of masculinity and femininity.  

 
4.3 Making humanitarian intervention possible 
Drawing on the arguments laid out above, the thesis makes the claim that certain gendered 

and racialised logics operate in the context of war and humanitarian interventions. Young, for 

example, describes the logic of masculinist protection.125 Arguably, this logic relies on a very 

particular idea of masculinity in which the state takes up the position as a  

“gallantly masculine man [who] is loving and self-sacrificing, especially in relation to 
women. He faces the world’s difficulties and dangers in order to shield women126 from 
harm (…). The role of this courageous, responsible, and virtuous man is that of a 
protector.”127 

Young explains how this particular logic places the masculine character in the position of a 

protector, while feminised subjects are placed in a position of dependence and seen as being 

in need of protection.128 Crucially, the image of the feminine subjects within discourses 

“produces and is dependent upon a binary male representation: the protected subject 

constitutes her ‘protector’”.129 By portraying these particular subjects as victims, one 

simultaneously create a need for a masculine subject whose role is to ensure the protection of 

“‘good’ women from ‘bad’, often ‘native’, men”.130 This logic is therefore dependent on not 

 
124 Lippe, “Images of Victory”, 64 and 65.  
125 Young, “The Logic of Masculinist Protection”. Similarly, Dyvik has analysed the notion of protective 

masculinity in the context of Norway’s participation in the invasion of Afghanistan, see Dyvik, “Performing 
Gender”, 34.  

126 Or in the case of this thesis, feminised subjects more broadly. 
127 Young, “The Logic of Masculinist Protection”, 4.  
128 Ibid., 2. 
129 Otto, “Disconcerting ‘Masculinities’”, 106. 
130 Ibid. 
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only feminised subjects in need of protection, but also on the construction of “bad” and “evil 

others” who are simultaneously feminised and racialised.131  

 

The central point here is how this logic is considered to provide the conditions necessary for 

taking certain actions.132 The claim is, more specifically, that interventions are made 

“thinkable” through narratives based on gendered and racialised logics.133 In other words, 

such stories are premised on and reinforce “conventional understandings” of gender, and what 

it means to be a man and woman.134 More specifically, they embody particular “ideas about 

what it means to be a ‘good woman’ or a ‘good man’”.135 The logic of a masculinist 

protection may on this basis be considered to be linked to a form of hegemonic masculinity 

that relies on wider gendered logics or ideas for its coherence.136 In turn these ideas have an 

effect on public action through generating certain expectations and legitimising and valorising 

certain behaviour.137 Masculinity, it is claimed, “provide[s] a framework through which war 

can be rendered both intelligible and acceptable as a social practice and institution”.138  

 

Yet, as has been established above, gender is not the only factor that figures as part of this 

logic. Wider racialised logics, it is argued, are also at play in the creation of a logic of 

masculinist protection and in justifying humanitarian intervention. Such engagements are 

arguably dependent on a particular idea of race, and the production of a “racially specific” 

subject.139 Said, for example, draws attention to how western discourse have been permeated 

by ideas of “bringing civilization to primitive or barbaric peoples”.140 Crucially, the argument 

is that this division is enabled by its association with gendered and racial traits, qualities and 

actions.141 As such, narratives of intervention depend on the division between ‘civilised’ and 

 
131 Young, “The Logic of Masculinist Protection”, 13. 
132 Ibid., 16.  
133 Higate, “Men, Maculinity, and Global Insecurity”, 72. See also Dyvik, “Performing Gender”, 66 and 90. 
134 Steans, Gender and International Relations, 52-53. 
135 Zalewski, “Well, What is the Feminist Perspective on Bosnia?”, 354.  
136 Wilcox, “Gendering the Cult of the Offensive”, 220. 
137 Zalewski, “Well, What is the Feminist Perspective on Bosnia?”, 354. 
138 Hutchings, “Making Sense”,” 389. 
139 Razack, Dark Threats, 9. 
140 Said, Culture and Imperialism, xi. 
141 Khalid, “Gender, Race, and the Insecurity”, 42. 
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‘uncivilised’ parts of the world.142 Insecurity is thought to be caused as a result of failed 

political and economic development.143 International intervention thus becomes identified as a 

way in which this situation can be redeemed.144 In particular, intervention on the grounds of 

security concerns is presented as a form of “benign imperialism” and the measures taken are 

to be viewed as “non-racist technical fixes to failures of governance”.145  

 

In this way “intervention stories” may be argued to tell a story in which brave and noble-

minded men act to bring “progress, democratic values, peace and security”.146 Importantly 

Orford points out that “[w]hile those heroes are not human, they are nevertheless imagined as 

having the characteristics attributed to white men”.147 This particular story may, more 

specifically, be argued to be enabled through a reliance on logics of what it means to be a man 

based on the ideals, values and qualities associated with hegemonic masculinity. Masculinity 

is thus entrenched within stories of humanitarian intervention.148 Understanding how 

humanitarian intervention is made possible, then, is about understanding “how liberators and 

oppressors, heroes and villains, protagonists and antagonists are constructed”.149 

 
4.4 Remaking the world 
Building on the above, the argument is that exposing how gender is nothing but a “symbolic 

construct” enables us to undo the dichotomies that structure our understandings of the world 

and rather focus on the complexities of social reality.150 More importantly, this also allows for 

new visions of what the future may hold.151 As Enloe has pointed out, “the world is something 

that has been made; therefore, it can be remade”.152 Framing military interventions in terms of 

a responsibility to protect, and a heroic narrative of protection, thus becomes merely one of 

 
142 Razack, Dark Threats, 10. 
143 Khalid, “Gender, Race, and the Insecurity”, 45. 
144 Orford, “Muscular Humanitarianism”, 697. 
145 Shilliam, “What the Haitian Revolution Might Tell Us About Development, Security, and the Politics of 

Race”, Comparative Studies in Society and History 50, no. 3 (2008), 778-808, 778-779 in Khalid, “Gender, 
Race, and the Insecurity”, 42. 

146 Orford, Reading Humanitarian Intervention, 166. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Ibid. 
149 Lippe, “Images of Victory”, 64. 
150 Confortini, “Galtung, Violence, and Gender”, 356-357. 
151 Ibid., 357.  
152 Enloe, Bananas, Beaches and Bases, 17. 
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the “stories one could choose to tell about the war”.153 This furthermore has the implication 

that other stories could have been possible.  

 
153 Zalewski, “Feminist International Relations”, 38.  
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5 Constructing the intervention 
 

This chapter will answer the question of how the Norwegian intervention in Libya was made 

possible. The first section will interrogate the dominant way of understanding the identity of 

Norway within Norwegian discourse. Here, the focus will particularly be on the view that 

Norway is a peace nation. The second section will engage with the discourse surrounding the 

intervention more directly. The chapter will be concluded by some reflections on the 

implications of this kind of discourse. The argument will be that by representing Norway as 

an especially peaceful state that acts with authority and good intentions, one is able to 

construct intervention as a natural part of this identity and the practices that follow from it. 

What is more, the arguments presented by Norwegian politicians before and during the 

intervention cast Norway as acting in a controlled and rational manner to ensure the 

protection of civilians. The intervention in Libya thus comes to be seen as a type of 

humanitarian practice aimed at securing the protection of a population at risk of massive 

abuses, and as a way of promoting respect for human rights and democracy. The actions taken 

by Norwegian forces, Gaddafi and his supporters, and the Libyan populations are thereby 

given meaning through this discourse. More specifically it is argued that gendered and 

racialised logics operate to assign meaning to the various actors and actions taken in this 

context. On this basis the claim is that the discourse constructed an image of the world where 

humanitarian intervention was possible.154 

 

5.1 Norway as a peace nation 
To understand how the intervention in Libya was made possible, it is necessary to situate it 

within the larger context of Norwegian foreign policy and practices. To be more specific, it 

should be seen in relation to the understanding of Norway as a peace nation. The view of 

Norway as a peace nation has its origins in the 1890s,155 but gained more hold in the 1990s as 

a result of greater international involvement.156 The narrative which presents Norway as a 

peace nation is particularly based on “the idea that Norway has a long-standing tradition of 

 
154 See Doty, “Foreign Policy”, 304-305.   
155 Leira (ed.) et al.,“Norske Selvbilder og Norsk Utenrikspolitikk”, (Oslo: NUPI, 2007) and Leira, “Folket og 

Freden. Utviklingstrekk i Norsk Fredsdiskurs 1890-2005”, Internasjonal Politikk 63, nr. 2-3 (2005), 135-160 
in Holm, “Liberale Verdifelleskap”, 60.  

156 Holm, “Liberale Verdifelleskap”, 60.  
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participation in UN-led peace-keeping activities, conflict prevention through political 

dialogue, mediation, and overseas development aid on a large scale”.157     

 

This has led to the belief in what some call the Norwegian exceptionalism. Here, Norway is 

considered as being a state that is well suited for dealing with global challenges, which is 

particularly linked to the country’s traditions, competence, and standing abroad.158 A salient 

feature of Norwegian foreign policy has arguably been the strong focus on peace and 

reconciliation.159 This focus is considered to be a result of Norway’s identity as a state based 

on compassion and solidarity.160 The view is that Norway does not only have the opportunity 

to contribute to the creation of peace, but also the abilities and competence necessary to do 

so.161 Overall this is seen to “[make] Norway capable of offering a considerable contribution 

to a better world”.162 The Norwegian foreign policy is as such seen as a way of advancing the 

stabilisation of a complex world.163 Norwegian foreign policy is accordingly aimed at the 

creation of “well-functioning states” in which both development and peace is secured.164  

 
Norway has on these grounds been argued to be “a unique and morally superior nation”.165 

What is more, there is a sense of responsibility to use this position to spread values and ideas 

considered as important.166 Støre, who held the position as Foreign Minister during the 

intervention in Libya, for example, has maintained that  

“In our times, Norway is a political and economic surplus nation. We have the strength 
to carry our part of the responsibility for creating a better world. […] We must visibly 
show that we take at least our part of the responsibility; that we are going above and 
beyond what the rest of the world could normally expect. We have the resources to 
make a difference; we have a political and economic surplus that obligates.”.167 

 
157 Lippe, “The White Woman”, 25.  
158 Skånland, “Norsk Utenrikspolitikk”, 325.  
159 Ibid., 321. 
160 Bondevik, Statsministerens nyttårstale årsskiftet 1999/2000 [The Prime Minister’s New Year’s Speech 

1999/2000], 2000 in Ibid., 330.  
161 Skånland, “Norsk Utenrikspolitikk”, 331.  
162 Ibid. My translation. 
163 Østerud, “Lite Land”, 304. See also Leira (ed.), Norsk Selvbilder”, 12. 
164 Østerud, “Lite Land”, 312. My translation.  
165 Leira (ed.), Norsk Selvbilder, 10. My translation. 
166 Ibid. 
167 Støre, Å gjøre en forskjell. Refleksjoner fra en norsk utenriksminister (Oslo: Cappelen Damm, 2008), 13, 24 

in Leira, “‘Our Entire People”; 349. 
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Quite explicitly, then, the Norwegian foreign policy discourse resonates with the broader 

“idea that the West has a duty/moral obligation to modernize, democratize and develop the 

global South”.168 

 

This portrayal is arguably dependent on the creation of an ‘other’ whose identity sets the 

boundaries and necessary contrast to the Norwegian identity.169 This means that through the 

construction of Norway as a peace nation and as a state that acts to secure the rights of the 

individual, one simultaneously constructs the identity of ‘others’.170 Norway thereby comes to 

seen as “developed” or “advanced” in contrast to the “developing” countries in which it seeks 

to create stability and increased economic and political development.171 These states are often 

associated with the lack of democracy and democratic values, violence, conflict, and the 

denial of basic human rights.172 In the end, this leads to the claim that the idea of Norway as a 

peace nation both constructs and depends on a particular identity of both the self and the 

‘other’.173 These identities may be argued to be created through the differences established by 

“the notion that “we” know about democracy [and respect democratic values], and “they” do 

not”.174 Norway thus seems to become associated with that which is competent, authoritative, 

but also compassionate and caring, while the states in which it acts is arguably seen as 

passive, unstable, disorderly and in need of external assistance. On these grounds it may be 

possible to link the idea of Norway as a peace nation to certain gendered and racialised logics, 

which serves to place Norway in a position of authority, with the power, skills and qualities 

necessary to help those in a less favourable position. 

 

5.2 Military intervention in Libya 
5.2.1 Continuing the peace tradition 
With the above in mind, the focus now turns to the Norwegian intervention in Libya. In fact, 

the intervention in Libya has been labelled part of “Norwegian peace efforts”.175 For Leira, 

the explanation for this apparent contradiction is to be found in the persistent and commonly 
 

168 O’Reilly, “Muscular Interventionism”, 535.  
169 Whitworth, Men, Militarism and UN Peacekeeping, 14. 
170 See Ibid., 14-15 and 27. 
171 See Mgbeoji, “The Civilised Self”, 857. 
172 See Whitworth, Men, Militarism and UN Peacekeeping, 38-39.  
173 See Razack, Dark Threats, 9. 
174 See Ibid., 13.  
175 Leira, “‘Our Entire People”, 338. 
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held idea that Norway is a particularly liberal and peaceful nation.176 This idea may be argued 

to have led Norwegian politicians to not question how the bombing in Libya could be 

reconciled with the image of Norway as a peace nation.177 Instead, they were considered “two 

sides of the same coin”.178 Drawing attention to the consensus among Norwegian political 

parties, Parliamentary Representative Solberg, for instance, expressed that the stance taken on 

the situation in Libya is a result of “a good, Norwegian tradition, where Norway has been 

concerned with the strengthening of human rights, the rights of the individual in the face of 

national sovereignty, internationally”.179  

 

Norwegian politicians can in this way refer to the history of a Norwegian state which has 

taken the position as peace nation as a way of giving support to the immediate discourse 

surrounding the intervention.180 In this sense, it may be explained as “part of the background 

knowledge that is taken to be true”.181 Indeed Norway may be argued to be considered as 

having the authority, ability and will necessary to shield civilians from the violence exerted on 

them by Gaddafi’s forces and to bring human rights and democracy to Libya.182 The 

intervention can in this light be seen as a humanitarian act.183 This line of thinking is clearly 

expressed in the discourse surrounding the intervention. The supposed motivations for the 

intervention was expressed clearly by Foreign Minister Støre when addressing the Parliament:  

“For us it is a matter of promoting fundamental values we believe in – to ensure the 
protection of civilians, to aid people in distress, to strengthen the UN and the 
international legal system as well as supporting central principles of public 
international law that we, historically, have ourselves fought for”.184 

Arguably, then, the Norwegian efforts in Libya are to be seen as a continuation of the 

Norwegian peace tradition where the purpose of the use of force is to secure protection and 

promote human rights and democracy. 
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180 See Orford, “Muscular Humanitarianism”, 700-701. 
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5.2.2 Intervention as protection 
In light of the foregoing, it can be claimed that what we are seeing is a type of paternalistic 

portrayal of the reasons for taking action.185 Intervention, it appears, is required on ethical 

grounds for the sake of ensuring protection of civilian lives and respect for human rights and 

democracy. This in turn serves to justify the use of military interventions.186 The reliance on 

human rights and democracy is especially important in this process. This is because the call 

for respect for human rights and democratic values provides legitimacy for the actions taken 

by states allegedly seeking to protect them, while it erodes the legitimacy of those states 

failing to respect them.187 Action, it is argued, is taken on the basis of ensuring progress and 

development.188 It appears that what is needed of the intervening actors is the creation of 

“order, peace and security”.189 Humanitarian intervention is presented as a means to this end. 

Støre held, for example, that “sometimes the use of military force is required as part of an 

overall effort to prevent assaults and lay the foundation for peace and stability”.190 Based on 

this, the claim is that casting humanitarian intervention as an act of protection serves to 

portray the actions taken as “logical, rational and ethically sound”.191 Hence, intervention 

appears to be the moral response to the situation one is faced with. Norway, it seems, is acting 

merely out of a concern for the civilian population in Libya thus taking on the role of a 

masculine protector. 

 

An “interventionist model of masculinity”192 is furthermore promoted through the emphasis 

on the importance to act. Military intervention, it is argued, is made to appear necessary for 

the sake of dealing with rogue states and cruel dictators.193 More concretely, humanitarian 

intervention seems to be presented as the only available option to “halt the horrors of 

genocide or ethnic cleansing”.194 One is consequently left with the question of whether one 
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should intervene or whether one should refrain from taking any action at all.195 Taking action, 

it seems, is preferable to the alternative even if it may cause some damage.196 Prime Minister 

Stoltenberg, for example, emphasised that the decision to use force had not been an easy one. 

He underlines that “there must be a high threshold for the use of military force in international 

relations”.197 There are no “perfect possible courses of action”, yet “the clearly worst of all 

alternatives would be not to act”.198 Støre also emphasised the options they were faced with, 

namely that of inaction and following catastrophe, or military action to protect Libyan 

civilians.199 In this way, intervention is not merely considered legitimate, but also a moral 

necessity, as it is perceived to be the only way to ensure the protection of civilians.200 

 

What is more, the appeal to the morality is combined with the rationality of the action.201 This 

rationality is emphasised through the focus on the control and authority exercised by the 

Norwegian military forces. Stoltenberg held that “we have full control over the use of 

Norwegian military forces”.202 It is also emphasised that the military command is to be 

“direct, resolute, clear and competent” in order to effectively carry out the mission.203 What 

should be noted here is how the identity of Norway is constructed “in masculinized terms” 

where the state is associated with qualities like agency, control, rationality.204 Gaddafi, 

however, was “bomb[ing] away the entire opposition in his own country”.205 This focus 

portrays Norway as non-aggressive which serves to maintain the idea that the use of force is 

actually employed to secure protection.206 Norway thus emerges as self-contained, controlled, 

and authoritative, especially when contrasted with Gaddafi’s brutal use of force.207 What is 

more, there is a tendency to not address the potential negative effects of our own 
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contribution.208 In fact, it appears that the Norwegian contribution is exclusively considered in 

terms of its potential for saving civilians. Tvedt, for instance, remarks how Støre “did not 

speak a word of the bombs that killed”, instead the focus was on “the ethical bombs”.209 Støre 

held that “we are proud of Norwegian pilots who are contributing to preventing new 

assaults”.210 The intervention thus appears “bloodless”.211 While Norwegian air forces were 

operating in Libya, through the dropping of bombs, Stoltenberg maintained that “we condemn 

the use of violence, and demand peaceful solutions through political dialogue and democratic 

reforms”.212 As a consequence, Norwegian violence is erased.213 To the extent that Norwegian 

use of force is discussed, the focus on the cleanliness and precision of our violence and the 

brutality of their violence “reassures us of the civility of our society and the barbarity of those 

others upon whom we have inflicted violence”.214 Intervention is in this way presented as 

being both a moral and rational act.215 

 

5.2.3 The need for protection 
What is more, in order for Norway to be seen as a protector, there is a need for others to be 

seen as those who are to be protected.216 More specifically, the argument is that while the 

intervening actors are cast as masculine, and hence male, “the second character, representing 

the ‘space for and the resistance to’ the actions of the hero, is coded as female”.217 It is the 

states in which intervention takes place, in this case Libya, which take up this secondary 

role.218 The agency of their populations is thereby reduced, with the consequence that they are 

seen as objects to be acted upon, rather than agents in their own right.219 They become mere 
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“victims of abuses”.220 This is enabled by narratives in which these people are cast as 

helpless, suffering and in need of protection.221 Such a feminisation also appears to have 

occurred in the context of the intervention in Libya. To the extent that the Libyan population 

were given agency, they were mainly considered as peaceful protestors.222 These actors are 

thus considered to lack legal agency, as the focus is on the capacity of states to act.223 

According to Skei Grande, “democratic forces are begging on their knees” for action to be 

taken.224 It appears as though the Libyan population wanted action to be taken in this 

particular form. They are not subordinated in the sense that forceful measures are imposed 

upon them against their will.225 Instead, their interests are seemingly secured through the 

actions of the intervenor. They are perceived to allow the intervenor to make the decisions as 

this ensures their protection and security.226  

 

The intervenor may, in this way, be considered to have both agency and creativity, and will 

use these skills to bring about change for those unable to do this themselves.227 The argument 

made by Norwegian politicians was that if the democratic movement in Libya “is to have any 

hope of succeeding, they must at least experience an international community that loudly and 

clearly stands up for them”.228 It was furthermore asserted that if we do not come to their aid, 

we may “risk that these democratic processes stop out of fear for a lack of help from 

democratic countries”.229 The focus remains on the protection of the Libyan population which 

leaves them as feminised subjects in need of rescue.230 Although their agency is recognised in 

terms of the Arab Spring and the protests against the regime, these actors are not portrayed as 

decision-makers or as having any role or involvement in deciding what the measures to stop 

the potential violence should be.231 The need for intervention is thus grounded in the 
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“suffering and passivity” of victims “and their dependence on external benefactors”.232 The 

essence of the Norwegian position is fittingly summed up in the statement by Parliamentary 

Representative Eriksen: “It is not the West that is invading an Arab country, but an Arab 

civilian population that is receiving protection and support from an outside world acting in 

solidarity”.233   

 

The intervention in Libya also relied on a particular representation of the Libyan government. 

Orford, for instance, has made the claim that the governments of states in which intervention 

takes place come to be seen as having only limited and deviant agency.234 These actors are 

subordinated through their association with inferior gendered and racialised traits.235 They 

become associated with that which is “irrational, disorderly, unpredictable, lacking self-

control, and economically and politically incompetent”.236 This also resonates with the 

portrayal of Gaddafi and his supporters in Libya. It was asserted that “the authorities met the 

citizens’ peaceful demonstrations with ruthless, brutal violence”.237 Seen in this way, their 

violence is unreasonable and uncontrollable. Their identity is moreover established in 

opposition to that of the Norwegian forces. Where Gaddafi and his supporters are seen as 

violent and barbarian, Norway is considered controlled and rational.238 They thus come to be 

represented through a subordinate form of masculinity.239 The situation in Libya, and in the 

Arab world more generally, is furthermore considered a consequence of a “poor Arab ruling 

tradition”.240 It was argued that “the countries in the region are different, but they share 

problems related to authoritarian systems of government, widespread corruption, nepotism, 

large social differences and violations of human rights”.241 On this basis, it may be argued that 
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they are seen as “deviant”, “threatening” and in need of “correction by the West”.242 

Stoltenberg, for example, asserted that  

 “the world was witnessing an authoritarian ruler that met peaceful protests with live 
 ammunition and heavy artillery. (…) Colonel Gaddafi expressed clearly that his 
 intention was to crush the opposition, and that there would be no mercy. (…) The 
 Security Council resolution and the resolute use of force likely prevented massive 
 assaults on civilians”.243  
In this way, intervention could take place on the basis of the claim that it was necessary to 

control the violence exerted by Gaddafi on the country’s population and ensure their 

protection. 

 
5.3 Concluding thoughts: Intervention made possible 
Overall, the point to be made here is that the way in which the intervention was constructed in 

the Norwegian context may be argued to have depended on a logic similar to what Young 

describes as the logic of masculinist protection, in which Norway takes up the position of a 

masculine character coming to the aid of a feminised victim.244 In other words, the possibility 

of the Norwegian intervention arguably depended “on the unspoken construction of feminine 

vulnerability and a narrative of masculine rescue”.245 In this context the argument is that 

intervention stories function through “learned assumptions about value based on old 

stereotypes of gender, [and] race”.246 As such, they will resonate with how people commonly 

understand and engage with the world in which they live.247 Gendered and racialised logics 

may thus be argued to assign meaning to actors and actions, and thereby make some realities 

possible according to the meaning established within the discourse.  

 

If the above analysis not fully explains, it may at least indicate how the intervention in Libya 

was made possible. The war was, arguably, reduced to a war “between democracy and 

dictatorship and where the bombing was to save lives and promote human rights”.248 Norway 

and its allies were presented as participating in the war on the basis of the promotion of 
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human rights and democracy.249 Gaddafi and his supporters, however, were presented as 

“those who wanted to slaughter the population and maintain the dictatorship”.250 In other 

words, Gaddafi appeared evil.251 Turning back to the research question, this explains how the 

discourse surrounding the intervention created the image of a world in which such an 

intervention was made to appear desirable and a necessary course of action.252 Ultimately, the 

argument goes, humanitarian intervention in Libya was made possible. 
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6 Deconstructing the narrative 
 

This chapter will deal with the implications of framing the world in this way. It will answer 

the question of how the gendered and racialised logics underlying the discourse of protection 

impacted on other ways of thinking about the issues of security and peace. Firstly, it will 

establish how the intervention in Libya was evaluated. This examination will reveal that 

rather than assessing the use of force in itself, the evaluation had the aim of improving future 

Norwegian military employments. The chapter will then address how the logics underlying 

the Norwegian discourse may be argued to naturalise the use of force. It will argue that to 

create a world in which the use of force is not possible as a means for ensuring peace and 

security, there is a need to undo the hierarchical ordering of the binary logics that have 

constrained our way of thinking and thus the possibilities we consider available to us. Against 

this background new ways of thinking about the world and how we engage with each other 

may emerge as possible. To illustrate it will consider the alternatives that might replace the 

use of force if we rework these logics and seriously commit to a world in which we are open 

to previously excluded perspectives. This includes an idea of feminist peace based on 

emancipation and the struggle for justice. It moreover includes feminist methods of listening 

so as to allow marginalised perspectives to speak for themselves. Lastly, it will conclude by 

examining whether an approach based on the idea of feminist peace can be reconciled with or 

promoted through any existing legal mechanisms within international relations.   

 

6.1 Lessons learnt?  
Not only the initial responses to and justifications for the intervention are important for 

understanding how the use of force is conceptualised within the Norwegian discourse. The 

evaluation of the Norwegian efforts also deserves some consideration. 

 

Violence and insecurity is today, nine years after the intervention, still very much present 

within Libya.253 It has been established that the war resulted in “political and economic 

collapse, inter-militia and inter-tribal warfare, humanitarian and migrant crises, widespread 

human rights violations, the spread of Gaddafi regime weapons across the region and the 

growth of ISIL in North Africa”.254 The war furthermore had enormous human costs, causing 
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destruction of life and infrastructure, as well as increased poverty and insecurity.255 

Norwegian forces were responsible for 588 bombs, constituting 10 percent of the total amount 

of bombs dropped.256 Despite these devastating consequences, it appears that Norway still 

endorses the concept of humanitarian intervention. In the official evaluation report on the 

Norwegian contribution in Libya delivered by the Petersen committee in 2018, for instance, 

the focus remained solely on questions of law and the legality of the actions taken,257 rather 

than on a critical interrogation of the very idea of humanitarian intervention itself.258 Nowhere 

is the actual use of military force questioned, or the consequences of the Norwegian actions 

analysed.259 In fact, the committee explicitly asserts that “the development in Libya has 

clearly not gone in the right direction after the end of the military intervention in 2011”, but 

that “an evaluation of the extent to which this was caused by the military operations Norway 

contributed to, is outside the committee’s mandate”.260 Instead the aim of the official 

evaluation report was arguably to learn from the intervention in order to improve future 

contributions to international operations.261 Tvedt has maintained that this is a severely 

narrow mandate, as it entails discussing “future military operations as a permanent part of 

Norwegian foreign policy with the war in Libya as a positive backdrop”.262 This is significant 

because it signals Norway’s continued belief in the use of force.263 Indeed, in response to 

debates surrounding the conformity of participation in international operations with 
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Norwegian constitutional law, the Petersen committee suggests constitutional reform in order 

to “create a clearer and more predictable framework for the use of the Armed Forces outside 

the country’s borders”.264 The continued belief in military power is also evident in the debates 

in the Norwegian Parliament in response to the evaluations made by the committee.265 Overall 

then, it can be argued that the challenges and potential problematic aspects of using military 

force in a humanitarian context was largely disregarded in the Norwegian evaluation 

efforts.266 What is missing is a critical examination of “the usefulness of a military 

intervention in resolving complex emergency situations (…) or the gendered model that 

humanitarian interventions deploy”.267 In light of this, the remaining part of this chapter will 

discuss the implications of relying on gendered and racialised logics and explore some 

alternative possibilities that have been excluded as a result, but which may serve as alternative 

visions for new futures. 

 

6.2 The naturalisation of violence  
As can be seen from the above, Norway may be argued to take the use of force for granted in 

their foreign policy. This may be explained by the claim that the use of force is intrinsically 

linked to the privileging of certain forms of masculinity in the structuring of our 

understandings of the world. The argument is that the narratives employed to justify the use of 

force, like the Norwegian narrative of protection with regards to Libya, build on highly 

“gendered accounts of the value of military intervention in international affairs that limit the 

possible responses to atrocities”.268 The claim is, on this basis, that the portrayal of the 

reasons for taking action and the ways in which action is to be taken, “makes it appear a 

logical, strong and appropriate response to violence”.269 The result is, as the thesis has argued, 

that the actions taken by Norway, namely military operations in the name of humanitarian 

intervention, are cast as essential to bring about the protection of civilians and the conditions 
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necessary to ensure the flourishing of human rights and democracy.270 By framing the 

intervention in these terms, there is a failure to consider how the violence employed by the 

intervening actors themselves may be just as detrimental to the lives of civilians as the 

violence employed by those seen as ‘other’.271 After all, humanitarian intervention is nothing 

more than “forceful military intervention primarily justified with humanitarian reasons”.272 

Intervention is, however, made to appear as a tool for defending the lives of civilians and 

important values. 

 

An essential element in these logics is, as has been shown in the analysis, the protection of 

important values like human rights and democracy. Lippe,273 for instance, has pointed out 

how intricate ideas and concepts become co-opted to ensure the upholding of particular 

systems of power.274 Co-optation is in this context taken to mean a practice where certain 

concepts are used in conjunction with a particular agenda to the extent that their meaning 

becomes neutralised.275 In particular, the worry is that by using the language of human rights 

and democracy in the context of military intervention, these concepts “become enmeshed 

within frameworks that discipline them to specific causes; causes which have effects that are 

centred upon violence and exclusion”.276 This means that, through the employment of 

gendered and racialised logics, “human rights and democratic claims may operate to 

legitimise (…) military projects and actions that are less clearly humanitarian in effect”.277 

The resulting view is that human rights and democracy are secured, even promoted through 

the use of force.  

 

Building on the above, it is argued that the gendered and racialised logics that underlie these 

narratives enable the use of force to be seen as “the norm” for ensuring the protection of 
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human rights and democracy in situations of perceived emergency.278 What is more, this 

portrayal enables, as has been seen in the foregoing analysis, the view that the options one has 

is either action, in the form of military intervention, or inaction.279 This furthermore has the 

implication that actions taken without the use of military force come to be seen as a form of 

inaction.280 Importantly the argument is that when politicians present the options of doing 

something or doing nothing, there is “no room for interrogation of why the ‘something’ must 

be bombing from 20,000 feet, or indeed why the ‘something’ must inevitably involve the use 

of force”.281 Overall, the worry seems to be that the logic underlying humanitarian 

intervention favours military means over other policy options.282 By relying on these kinds of 

logics, “[a]lternative ‘tactile’ and ‘empathetic’ forms of interventionism (…) were 

marginalized”.283  

 

The explanation for this marginalisation may be found in the association of such policies with 

features and values perceived as feminine.284 This in turn may be seen as excluding ways of 

engaging with the world that may be better fitted to serve the needs of individuals and the 

societies in which they live.285 This may be explained by the way in which gendered logics 

restrict our thinking. Because the discourse is premised on a dichotomous structuring of the 

world, in which the term associated with masculinity is privileged over that associated with 

femininity, those aspects of social reality seen as feminine, will be marginalised.286 Cohn, for 

example, has argued that “[c]ertain ideas, concerns, interests, information, feelings, and 

meanings are marked in national security discourse as feminine, and are devalued".287 

Alternatives to military intervention, will consequently be “both difficult to say and difficult 
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to hear”.288 The problem is that the “oppositional structure” upon which these gendered logics 

are built “constrains our thought and therefore action by presenting only two mutually 

exclusive choices, as if these exhausted the possibilities”.289 As a result, “we lose sight of 

alternative, nonoppositional constructions”.290 In the context of Libya, it appeared, through 

the discourse, that Norwegian politicians had to choose between military intervention or 

simply doing nothing. 

 

This brings us to the consequences of constructing the intervention narrative according to 

these logics. The problem is, arguably, that the focus on military force as a form of 

humanitarianism has restricted the potential for social justice.291 This is it because it moves 

the focus to the immediate circumstances of a crisis, portrayed in a very particular way, 

without a regard to the broader context in which it takes place.292 Moving forward, the 

argument is that the focus on Gaddafi’s potential for violence “presented us with an 

oversimplified and decontextualized explanation” for the intervention.293 Building on the 

insights of Charlesworth, we see how the challenges faced by Libyan people “before, during, 

and after the crisis” have been widely neglected outside the immediate context of the potential 

genocidal violence on part of Gaddafi and his supporters.294 A consequence is that attention is 

steered away from what may have been the reasons for the political situation in Libya at the 

time.295 The “why and how” of Libya was neglected.296 This furthermore has the consequence 

of making us “blind to the actual causes of this violence, its systemic aspects”.297  

 

Overall, then, it may be argued that the reliance on gendered logics within these discourses 

“degrades our ability to think well and fully about" about security issues because it "shapes 
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and limits the possible outcomes of our deliberations”.298 This has the consequence of setting 

aside other conflict resolution mechanisms.299 In order to allow for alternatives, then, there is 

a need to deconstruct and overturn the operations of power involved in making certain actions 

possible.300  

 

6.3 Undoing the hierarchy 
As the analysis above has shown, the gendered logics operating within the discourse can be 

argued to have functioned to “frame interpretive possibilities, create meanings, and thereby 

naturalize a particular state of affairs”.301 The consequence of portraying intervention in these 

terms is that it makes the use of force seem desirable, while pacific means for responding to 

crisis are seen as inadequate to respond to the situation one is faced with.302 Moving beyond 

the use of force in the pursuit of security and peace will therefore require us to reconsider the 

way in which gender operates to accord value to actors and actions based on their resonance 

with various forms of femininities and masculinities and thus impacts on how we make sense 

of the world around us.  

 

An approach to be adopted may be to recognise gender as a social construction, expose and 

unsettle the hierarchies of contemporary gender relations, and in this way understand gender 

as “open to infinite possibilities beyond the relentless dualisms that have been naturalised by 

so many laws and practices”.303 This means that rather than merely changing the value 

accorded to the terms of a binary opposition, we must nuance their relationship.304 We should 

strive towards “democratic gender relations” where emphasis is placed on “equality, 

nonviolence and mutual respect”.305 Hudson, for instance, argues for an approach that 
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“acknowledge[s] the terrains of mutuality rather than difference”.306 In order to ensure true 

security, the hierarchies associated with gender must, however, be deconstructed and 

discarded.307 Violence/peace, protector/protected, barbaric/civilised and other binaries will in 

that way no longer be seen as fixed or as absolute.308 Instead, the focus turns to “continuities, 

complexities, and contestations when looking at social phenomena and social relations”.309 

One is thus able to create new ways of understanding the world and the possible actions to be 

taken within it.310 This means that we must challenge the ways in which dominant 

assumptions about masculinities and femininities are currently affecting our understandings of 

events and actions, the identities assigned to various actors, and the ways in which we engage 

with the world.311 As such, it allows us to engage with how we understand security and peace. 

That is to say, it allows us to engage with how these issues could have been conceptualised 

outside a discourse structured by gendered and racialised logics that favour the use of force. 

  

6.4 Seeking alternatives 
6.4.1 A feminist peace 
Moving forward there is a need for exploring the possibilities for security and peace outside 

the framework of humanitarian intervention. This thesis proposes instead their pursuit through 

an approach based on an idea of a feminist peace. Such an approach would understand 

violence as encompassing a broad range of practices.312 This includes not only physical 

violence, as that so clearly being employed in the intervention in Libya, but also structural 

violence and gender oppression more widely.313 The claim is that the conditions for peace and 

security will never be truly fulfilled unless one engages with and challenges power relations 

more broadly. This is because militarisation is only a part of a broader system of domination, 

which influences the lives of women, and men, in multiple and intersecting ways.314 In this 
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sense, pursuing peace and security for all may be understood as entailing “a struggle for 

justice”.315  

 

This pursuit of social justice may take the form of emancipation.316 Emancipation is 

understood as a process of removing the “structural barriers which create situations of 

insecurity for individuals”.317 In this way, Norway should turn its attention to everyday 

violence, in the sense of “issues of structural justice that underpin everyday life”.318 Here, 

security for individuals and the communities in which they live would entail eradicating 

violence and pursuing greater economic and social justice.319 The objectives sought are 

“substantive democracy, social justice, empowerment of women, racial harmony, and the end 

of poverty” and “the protection and promotion of human rights”.320 In turn this focus would 

allow us to reconsider the use of military force as a response to humanitarian issues.321 Surely, 

“[m]ilitary intervention is an inappropriate mechanism if the causes of insecurity are poverty, 

discrimination and violence protected by structures within the state”.322 Rather, a feminist 

peace entails the creation of an environment of respect for human life and dignity across 

societies.323 In this understanding of peace, the use of force, even in the form of humanitarian 

intervention, appears unreasonable.324 If we are to arrive at these ends, the implication is that 

Norway should encourage an approach to international relations that relies less on the use of 

force,325 and more on the achievement of justice. 

 

Building on this, it can be argued that it might not be the ideals that we proclaim to be 

protecting when engaging in humanitarian intervention that should be rejected.326 It is rather 

the way in which these concepts have been used within the discourse that is problematic. The 
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argument is that by placing the concepts of human rights and democracy in the context of 

humanitarian intervention, one removes “the radical potential of human rights to subvert the 

established order of things”.327 The fact that these concepts may have different meanings is 

disguised.328 The inclusion of human rights and democracy into a framework of humanitarian 

intervention may on these grounds be argued to have had profound implications for the way in 

which we understand these concepts and how to best protect them. We must therefore rethink 

what these ideals entail.329 In the end, this may contribute to opening up our imaginations to 

other ways of engaging with them that do not entail the use of force.330 Contrary to how 

human rights and democracy was understood in the Norwegian discourse, these concepts may 

actually be argued to be incompatible with the use of force. Turning to the idea of a feminist 

peace, for instance, reveals how these concepts may be seen to demand increased public 

participation and the promotion of social justice, of which the respect for and fulfilment of 

human rights are a large part. Here democracy could be conceived of as “the furtherance of 

broad popular empowerment with respect to the full range of social decisions that condition 

life in society”.331 Clearly, this would give different results than military interventions.  

 

What is more, rather than seeing peace as an end in itself, it has been suggested that peace 

should be understood “as dynamic” and as “constantly in the making, a process laying the 

foundations for relationships of mutuality within “multiple worlds””.332 This process would 

moreover be respectful of and take into consideration the various insights offered by 

marginalised groups and individuals.333 The main objective of a feminist peace would 

therefore be to promote increased engagement with diverse ways of understanding and being 
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positioned in the world, and learning from this.334 As a whole, the idea of a feminist peace 

may thus be seen as requiring emancipation, in the sense of pursuing social justice and human 

rights, fighting violence and domination in all its forms, and ensuring respect for diverse 

perspectives and ways of life. Only then will conditions of peace and security truly be 

possible. 

 

6.4.2 Alternative visions, new futures 
It is clear from the above that increased engagement with alternative ways of understanding 

the world is crucial for the pursuit of peace and security. The problem is, however, that the 

way in which the events in Libya and the actors involved in the intervention was constructed 

did not only serve to make the intervention itself possible, but also excluded the possibility of 

listening to alternative voices. In fact, an implication of this way of framing the use of force is 

that it impacts on the scope of action available to the people targeted for protection.335 The 

feminisation of the Libyan population served to “[distance] the act of force from the group the 

force is proposed to protect”.336 The Norwegian politicians, as the “speaking subjects” came 

to “speak on behalf of and in place of” Libyans, with the consequence of “erasing more or 

less the[ir] subjectivity”.337 As a consequence, any real consideration of their lives based on 

their own perspectives was prohibited.338 

 

The focus should thus be moved to “advocating strategies for working in concert” so as to 

create policies that are attentive to difference and the varying needs that people may have.339 

This work should be built on the recognition that the people affected by humanitarian crises 

may have different understandings of the situation and consequently different priorities and 

needs arising from it.340 Decisions on security issues need to be built on a process in which 

various groups have been able to “articulate, theorize, and politicize their own interests”.341 
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This entails treating them as agents, rather than merely as victims.342 In this regard, Heathcote 

explains that changing the way in which we approach security issues “is by no means a simple 

task; this is a politics of “the everyday” that relies on a politics of seeing, hearing, listening, 

and asking women and peripheral subjects to be full participants in our reimaginings of global 

relationships, actions, and institutions”.343 Norway’s peace policies would thus benefit from 

an engagement with feminist techniques in which new subjects are given room to speak and 

be heard.344 This does, however, not entail that there exists one single answer as to what peace 

really entails.345 The point is not to “uncover universal truths”, but to make way for 

“openness, plurality, diversity and difference”.346  

 

6.5 Exploring established mechanisms 
6.5.1 The responsibility to protect: A move to prevention?  
It is not completely clear from the above what this entails in terms of more specific policy 

measures. This leads to the question of whether any solutions may be found within already 

existing legal mechanisms. Especially relevant is the preventative aspect of the doctrine of the 

responsibility to protect. Is it possible that the situation in Libya could have been better dealt 

with through an earlier engagement consisting of prevention and assistance to the state in 

providing protection?   

 

The responsibility to protect concept may appear to offer a generous commitment to the 

principle of non-violence through its focus on prevention.347 In the 2019 report on the 

responsibility to protect by the Secretary-General, for example, preventative measures were 

underlined as a vital part of the effort to protect against mass atrocities.348 While placing the 

primary responsibility for protection on the state itself,349 the report also establishes key 
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measures to be taken by the international community. Part of these prevention efforts include 

an increased focus on early action, through negotiation and mediation and supporting civil 

society organisations and grassroot prevention initiatives in creating dialogue and establishing 

trust within communities.350 It is furthermore recognised that local communities “are the first 

line of prevention and are best placed to stop the seed of violence escalating”.351 As such, it 

may be seen to resonate with feminist ideas of security.352 Upon a closer examination, 

however, it becomes apparent that it falls short of providing the means for a more just pursuit 

of peaceful conditions.353 The report suggests, for instance, that if negotiation efforts fail, 

direct action may be required. Although such direct action also consists of non-forcible 

measures, peacekeeping is suggested as “among the most direct ways in which the 

Organization [the UN] prevents atrocity crimes”.354 This is problematic because, as 

Whitworth has asserted, “the introduction of peacekeeping forces” in some instances 

“increase[s] some local people’s insecurity rather than alleviate[s] it”.355 A further criticism is 

that by privileging “occasional outbreaks of particular forms of public violence”, the doctrine 

fails to take into account the range of harms that actually affect the lives of people.356 This is 

especially apparent if we think about the violence faced by many women. The concept places 

emphasis on state violence, yet the reality is that most women face great insecurity not only in 

relation to the state, but also within their families or communities.357 What is more, the 

doctrine emphasises the functioning of the institutions within the state itself which has the 

effect of removing the responsibility that might be best borne by international institutions and 

actors acting in the name of the international community.358 In this regard it has been claimed 

that the doctrine reduces great «social, economic and political problems to technical and 

administrative questions of institutional governance”.359 Through its focus on crisis, the 

doctrine can also be argued to steer the focus away from wider political issues, and in this 
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way further strengthen the hold of current power structures. 360 As Cunliffe has established: “a 

recurrent demand for imminent action in response to emergencies helps obviate the need to 

justify existing political arrangements in the international order”.361 The doctrine may for 

these reasons be argued to be unable to address the various causes of insecurity and crises that 

impact on the lives of individuals. 

 

Another issue is that the responsibility to protect doctrine remains focused on the expertise of 

external actors, which often “involves top-down intervention, with little emphasis on 

empowering local people, particularly women”.362 Again, gendered logics are present in this 

doctrine. Here, “[t]he international community is positioned as the ultimate guarantor of 

stability and peace”.363 The claim is that the doctrine favours a specific type of institutional 

response in which power is removed from civilian populations and placed in the hands of 

states acting on the international level.364 As such, the doctrine may be argued to take a top 

down approach to the issue of protection. In fact, while the doctrine is concerned with the 

protection of civilians, “it does not propose to vest the power to decide what protection 

requires with the people, or at least not immediately”.365 Instead, this power is given to the 

international community and the states acting in its name.366 Referring to the increased focus 

on local prevention initiatives mentioned above, the claim is that the main authority still 

remains with the international community.367 It is the international community that decides 

when actions are required and what this entails in a certain context.368 As a consequence, the 

doctrine seems to be much more about attempting “to legitimise authority through appeals to 

protection” rather than about “bring[ing] into being a global civil society to ensure that 

universal rights and freedoms are guaranteed to all of humanity”.369 There thus seems to be a 

need to move beyond this doctrine, so as to build new ways of engaging with these issues. 
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The suggestion is therefore to pursue instead the strengthening of the process of peace and the 

principle of non-violence.370 This process must, moreover, be based on the perspectives of 

those who are affected by the policies to be employed. This may involve a turn to the idea of a 

feminist peace.371  

 

6.5.2 Turning to the UN Charter 

One possibility for Norway to promote this kind of politics may be, as Orford has explained, 

through “remaking the law in the image of justice”.372 One way of doing this would be, as 

suggested by Heathcote, to promote strategies that emphasise the significance of the 

prohibition on the use of force in international law and the aims it serves, rather than fuel 

expansive interpretations of the exceptions that can be made to it.373 In other words, there is a 

need to begin with peace, rather than the use of force. What we should be doing is “recalling 

the essence of the prohibition as a restraint on force rather than a space to argue for further 

force, justified, authorized, or legitimized”.374 This line of reasoning is further strengthened if 

we consider O’Connell’s claim of a responsibility to peace. From this perspective, “nothing is 

more destructive of human rights than war”.375 This means that if Norway is truly committed 

to the promotion of human rights and democracy, it should pursue peace and respect for the 

rule of law.376 Indeed the history of humanitarian interventions “should lead to the conclusion 

that we must rid the world of war, not advocate its acceptability”.377  
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The thesis thus joins Heathcote in advancing an approach founded on article 2.3 of the UN 

Charter.378 This article holds that states are to “settle their international disputes by peaceful 

means in such a manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not 

endangered”.379 By taking this as the starting point for how we should conduct our behaviour 

in international relations, one facilitates a stronger focus on the implications of using force in 

the specific contexts in which it argued to be needed.380 This reading of the prohibition on the 

use of force is also more in line with “the hope for a world in which its “peoples” commit to 

“liv[ing] together in peace with one another”.381 The implication of this is “a return to the 

reduction and limiting of force that coalesces with feminist expectations of international 

security”.382 It would entail enhancing strategies aimed at prevention and the creation of 

peace.383 However such a move would not be complete without an inclusion of marginalised 

perspectives, especially those of women.384 This would therefore also involve changing the 

methods for decision-making at the international level.385 The thesis remains, however, 

sceptical about the pursuit of a feminist peace through existing institutions of international 

law.386 This is because of the risk of co-optation and the use of normative frameworks to 

“enhance the authorisation of the use of force”.387 Based on this, it seems possible that some 

prospects of pursuing a feminist peace may be found within the international legal structure, 

requiring however a reconsideration of the very idea of the use of force and the requirements 

for peace and security. 

 

6.6 Concluding thoughts: Thinking differently 
In the end, this means that the intervention in Libya could have been approached in a different 

manner. This seems however, to have been prevented by the gendered and racialised logics 

that seemingly influenced the way in which the situation in Libya was understood. The 
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Norwegian evaluation report, for instance, failed to challenge the use of force and the 

continued participation in international operations. As has been discussed in this chapter, it 

can be claimed that the privileging of certain forms of masculinity has led to the naturalisation 

of violence.388 This has arguably precluded other ways of thinking about the issues of security 

and peace and the behaviour necessary to ensure this. There is therefore a need to rethink how 

we conceptualise gender and use it to assign meaning to the world. This involves the 

deconstruction of the hierarchy of gender and the dismantling of the dominant position of 

hegemonic masculinities. The aim should thus be to set the stage for new worlds and new 

realities, guided by the idea of a feminist peace and the inclusion of new voices, where the 

pursuit of social justice and emancipation are within reach. This may be facilitated by 

reengaging with how we read the requirements for peace under the UN Charter.   

 
388 See also Confortini, “Galtung, Violence, and Gender”, 357. 
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7 Conclusion 
 

This thesis has examined how the Norwegian intervention in Libya was made possible. It has 

also considered how this impacted on other ways of thinking about the issues of security and 

peace. The conclusion is that the Norwegian intervention in Libya can be claimed to have 

been made possible through gendered and racialised logics that portrayed the intervention as 

an act of protection. This furthermore is argued to have had the consequence of excluding 

alternative ways of thinking about security and peace.  

 

The claim is, more specifically, that gender impacts on dominant understandings of the world. 

Values, characteristics and actions will be accorded different priority depending on their 

association with either masculinities or femininities. This, it is argued, may be seen as a result 

of the way in which binary logics structure our way of understanding the world according to 

hierarchies of gender and race.  

 

In the context of the intervention in Libya, gendered and racialised logics are argued to have 

operated to accord meaning to the various actors and actions involved. This in turn enabled 

the intervention to take place. The thesis found for example that Norway was portrayed as a 

heroic character, taking action for the sake of providing protection. What is more, they were 

seen as acting in a rational and logical manner. Libyan civilians, however, were portrayed as 

being in need of the protection offered by Norwegian and international forces. The Libyan 

authorities, on the other hand, came to be seen as an evil that needed to be stopped. The 

identities assigned to these actors and consequently the meaning to be made of their actions 

arguably resonated with gendered and racialised logics. The meaning made of the situation in 

Libya followed the idea of what it means to be a man, and what it means to be a woman 

according to dominant understandings of gender. This in turn privileged the actions associated 

with hegemonic masculinity, namely that of intervention. Humanitarian intervention was thus 

made possible.  

 

What is more, these gendered and racialised logics are claimed to have had the consequence 

of excluding other ways of thinking about security and peace. More precisely, the argument is 

that these gendered and racialised logics served to naturalise the use of force, as opposed to 

non-violent means of dealing with conflict and crisis. This was furthermore illustrated by an 

engagement with the Norwegian evaluation of the Libya intervention, which seemed to take 
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the use of force for granted as a future foreign policy option. This is claimed to be a result of 

how gender constrains our thinking, where the use of force and resolute intervention can be 

considered as masculine forms of action. The thesis has argued that by privileging masculine 

actions and attributes over feminine ones, one restricts the potential for the actions that are 

seen as possible in the world. Actions associated with femininity are thus seen as inadequate 

to respond to the situation at hand. 

 

The thesis argued in this context that there is a need to undo the hierarchy of gender. This is 

because it will allow for new ways of thinking about the possibilities for action. In this regard 

the thesis explored alternatives for actions if the way in which gender is commonly 

understood is transformed. Here, the thesis suggested a move towards the idea of a feminist 

peace. Peace, in a feminist sense, would entail emancipation where the emphasis is put on 

achieving social justice, respect for human rights, and greater inclusion. In fact, previously 

marginalised perspectives are to be the very foundation of the pursuit of peace and the 

understanding of its requirements.  

 

The thesis also explored whether alternatives for security and peace could be pursued through 

existing mechanisms of international law. This includes the responsibility to protect doctrine, 

which in recent years have moved towards a focus on prevention. The thesis found, however, 

that the doctrine is still to be considered inadequate for truly responding to requirements of 

security and peace in a feminist sense. The thesis rather suggests turning to the UN Charter 

and its emphasis on peaceful means of conflict resolution.  

 

All in all, it is argued that the intervention in Libya was made possible through gendered and 

racialised logics. By privileging actions and actors associated with masculine traits and 

values, one excludes other ways of engaging in the world. Pursuing peace and security 

through an idea of feminist peace, for instance, has not been seen as a viable alternative. 

However, the thesis has suggested that a move towards a feminist peace is essential for 

securing real security and peace for all. Overall this suggests that if Norway wants to pursue a 

foreign policy based on peace, it should turn its focus to working towards a feminist peace. 

This would entail efforts in striving for social justice, respect for human rights and ensuring 

inclusionary practices. Here, the use of force, for example in the form of humanitarian 

intervention, would not be possible as a means for ensuring the protection and promotion of 

human rights and democracy. 
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